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Cleaning up Casuarina
CAMDEN SMITH
THE new owners of the
Northern Territory’s biggest
shopping centre will focus on
cleaning up crime and antisocial behaviour to improve security for store owners and
shoppers.
There are 190 stores at Casuarina Square and more than
8 million shoppers visit every
year but issues around customer safety and amenity
often pop into discussion.
Sentinel Property Group
executive chairman Warren
Ebert acknowledges the size of
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the challenge and has enlisted
support from outside organisations to tackle crime.
“Certainly security is an
issue,” Mr Ebert said.
“I think that the issues are

quite clear, some of the unsavoury elements around here.
“That’s a significant expense which is an added security you’ve got to have. You’ve
got the unruly behaviour,
which I don’t think is particularly different here to what it is
in any other parts of Darwin.”
He said here was no comparison between Darwin and
Sentinel’s Brisbane home base.
“Nowhere near as bad. Nowhere near the issues there
that there are here,” he said.
“When there’s s--t in the
carpark overnight because
there’s no facilities I think peo-

ple can work out what the issues are there.
“It’s not that there is not
enough money spent. There’s
plenty spent but maybe not
spent in the right areas.
“There’s plenty of security
but you’re limited up here with
the trespass laws because you
can take people out one door
and they walk back in the
other.
“We’ve already had meetings with the police and we’re
going to have some more and
with the government and City
of Darwin.
“I know we’re not going to

solve things overnight but
whatever the current methods
have been, clearly that’s not
working as well as I think anyone would like, so we’ve got a
few ideas that we will be implementing very soon.”
One measure could be the
revival of a similar program to
that formerly offered by the
SHAK youth recreation and
development centre in Bradshaw Tce.
“It was a place people could
be taken to when they had issues and was run by the Red
Cross,” Mr Ebert said.
“That would assist in feed-
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FLOSS ADAMS
DARWIN’S best shot to become a
millionaire has returned for 2022.
The Rotary Club of Darwin is
bringing back its Million Dollar Hole in
One competition, which invites the
public to score a seven-digit bank
balance if they can hit a hole in one at
the Gardens Park Golf Links course.
The events aims to raise vital funds
for local charities like Rotary’s Junior
Sport Foundation and Charlie King’s
No More campaign.
Every Wednesday from April 27 to
July 6, members of the public will
have the opportunity to score
themselves a place in the grand final
night on Wednesday, July 13, where
they will tee off in hopes of winning
$1m.
The Rotary Club of Darwin event
co-ordinator Dan Easton encouraged
Territorians to participate in the
competition for a good cause and a
chance to win big.
“This community event is about
creating connections between
worthwhile charities, corporate
bodies and the greater public,” Mr
Easton said.
“Stepping on to the green is all
about having fun and letting your hair
down.
“The hole in one of the event is
raising the vital funds for the
charities.”
For more information about the
competition, visit darwinrotary.com.

The Rotary Club of Darwin event co-ordinator Dan Easton warms up for the Million Dollar Hole in One
competition at Gardens Park Golf Links. Picture: Glenn Campbell

PROGRAM JUMP-STARTS DIGITAL CAREERS

A NEW joint initiative is helping Territorians start their careers in information and
communication technology
(ICT).
The 12-month program was
developed by the ICT Industry
Association of the NT
(ICTNT) and the Territory
government.
It includes a three-month
in-house placement with the
Territory government, which
has invested $230,000 in the
program.

ing them, helping things out a
bit. We understand that was
underfunded so we’re looking
at getting something similar to
that around here.
“Maybe we can work with
some of the larger retailers. We
want to work together to see
how we can improve things.
“It’s not easy and I understand that but there’s got to be
a better way. I’ve found the
Territory government very approachable from the chief minister down and they’ve all said
‘if there’s anything we can do
please call’, so we certainly will
be.”

ICTNT will attract and support participating local businesses. The program is open to
any Territory digital business
that employs, or intends to
employ, ICT trainees in the
Northern Territory.
There is no requirement for
ICTNT membership to be eligible.
Jobs and Training Minister
Paul Kirby said providing opportunities for Territorians to
begin in the industry was critical.

“The digital age is upon us
and industry in the Territory
needs to rapidly evolve and
this pilot program is a small
but important step forward,”
he said.
“It is expected that 92 per
cent of future Territory jobs
will require some level of digital skills and the Territory
could see a 2.9 per cent annual
jobs growth in the ICT sector.
“There has never been a
better time to consider an industry-led digital traineeship.”

CHILDREN are facing a “generation-defining disruption”
from the Covid pandemic,
even though its health effects
on young people are generally
not serious, a major new study
has found.
While kids mostly had only
mild cases of the virus, they
suffered in other ways, including developing learning deficits, increased abuse and
neglect, missed vital health
checks and mental health
problems.
On the upside, children’s
emergency department visits
decreased in Australia by
104,105, partly due to lower
rates of infections and injuries,
JobKeeper reduced poverty by
32 per cent and there was no
drop-off in childhood vaccination rates.
But school closures had a
devastating impact on 4 million children, costing the economy the equivalent of $871bn
in lost gross domestic product.
The Murdoch Children’s
Research Institute report
sourced that data to 2020
OECD analysis which calculated long-term economic losses if schools were closed for
one third of the year.
“Almost half of the Australian student population risks
having their learning severely
compromised due to Covid-19related school closures,” the
report concluded.

Hiker rescued from Larapinta
FLOSS ADAMS
A 60-year-old hiker was rescued by helicopter after
becoming ill while on the Larapinta Trail.
NT Police said the hiker
activated his emergency beacon on Saturday at 4.40pm,
alerting the Joint Rescue Coordination Centre in Canberra.
Emergency services were
then deployed to the location
on the Larapinta Trail, west of

Standley Chasm, reaching the
man soon after 9.30pm.
Police and paramedics
stayed with the man overnight
while a helicopter was chartered for a rescue at first light.
The hiker was flown to
Standley Chasm and an
ambulance took him to Alice
Springs Hospital.
Senior Sergeant Michael
Potts said his preparedness
was crucial.
“The hiker had a personal

locator beacon, which he activated when he realised he was
in trouble – this probably saved
his life,” Sergeant Potts said.
“A number of hikers have
suffered heat stress recently
and it is incredibly important
that anyone heading out bush
takes proper precautions,
stays hydrated and is prepared
for the unexpected.”
Emergency services have
been called to the trail multiple times in recent weeks.
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